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(e an inner efficient Cabinet and an outer formal one, two
separate bodies actually distinct " even in the second half
of the eighteenth century. Certainly the suggestion that
such an inner Cabinet existed from Anne's reign, and still
more that it existed continuously from that time, is at
least insufficiently attested by the evidence extant. That
the Cabinet was a purely private and unofficial meeting
of certain privy councillors was the view of Fox as late as
1806. The Sovereign did not attend the meetings of the
inner Cabinet, though he was informed, as he still is, of its
decisions.
Obviously there could be little development of Cabinet Develop.
r*	,	,	..       ,	f   .	...	meat of the
bovernment or systematic observance of its principles so principles of
long as the Sovereign retained great power, William Governraent
negotiated the Partition Treaties without consulting his |ette-by
Ministers and generally acted as his own chief Minister: dance of th*
J	sovereign
often he visited the Treasury, insisted on the despatch of
money for the payment of the troops, and waited for Ms
orders to be carried out. Anne, though less assertive,
was wont to exert considerable influence over her Cabinets.
George I and II took less part in the administration of
English affairs, yet even their influence was not negligible,
particularly in foreign affairs. Under George III the
authority of the Sovereign was again asserted with vigour.
Before the Hanoverian Succession the Sovereign presided
in both the Committee of the Council and in the Cabinet
Council, so that these bodies were unpopular in Parliament;1
it was said in 1701 that it was " an innovation by evil
ministers that war and peace should be finally concluded
in a secret cabal, and only passed through the Privy Council
for form's sake/'2 One of the clauses of the Act of Settle-
ment was an attempt to make the King take the advice
of the whole Privy Council, but this was repealed in 1705,
The   Crown   retained   many   important   powers.   The and by his
Sovereign conld take executive action on his own initiative, influence.
on the advice of a single Minister or of any group of Ministers
he liked to consult   The Ministers were still in theory the
* See Blauvelt, Devel. of Cab, Govt. in Eng,, pp. 72 and 76.
2 Ibid., p. 100.

